June 2017
STANDING GROUND
TLG DISTRIBUTORS LLC Networking Method may not be approved by most
people that is okay with us. The purpose of this type of method is to protect single individuals, groups
within the tlg distributors llc connections. This method is NOT BEING USED FOR
STOCKING,SCARING PEOPLE, NOR WILL IT
EVER BE USED BY Us for that purpose. If you happen to see some of our
blogs, posting on our marketing walls etc. and only see questions, funny
things, advertising, promoting,marketing, etc. only posted by us with no reply back from other parties
we are asking them questions, replying to them , and yes there is someone on the other end. We're not
wacko, nuts, losing our minds or pretending to chat to ourselves there is someone there.
After Hour Window Time Is Pending. We have added this feature to the tlg distributors llc contact us
page and will read as PENDING through normal business hours and it may indicate : Is Now Open or
Is Now Closed, for travelers, appointments etc.
TLG DISTRIBUTORS LLC Has been mixing and displaying different ways to advertise, promote and
market website content, approved professional client tagline content and advertising our own text
content and designing our own promotional material on line as well as offline.
“Billboard Marketing On Line” with us without the paper,cardboard, crayons, markers,glue, ink
supplies without the mess to clean up. Contact us for more information.
TLG DISTRIBUTORS LLC ( Fact ) has seen our ad content description images change, without
consent / permission by us. Which alters, falsifies, misleading literature , that results leading back to us,
as poor leader ship, unprofessionalism at the same time GOOGLE + YOU JUST SPIT ON YOUR
OWN INDUSTRY. YOU BEEN DOING THIS FOR YEARS. Your employees laugh at people when
they have a complaint about little issues like this saying ,' GOOGLE + HAS THE BIGGEST BANK
ACCOUNT" , My response was why should i or we fight it , will just tag it and let the industry decide
where to place ads and text content and when these people lose their jobs don't blame the industry
when you can't get a job or even draw unemployment and when GOOGLES + can't receive
government or grant money is no longer available. ( Blame Yourselves )

TLG Distributors LLC :
Office
1 (740) 575-4121
Monday through Friday 10 AM until 3 PM, (EST)
Appointments Available, Sundays – Closed
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